In this paper, we are concerned with the existence and differentiability properties of the solutions of "quasi-linear" elliptic partial differential equations in two variables, i.e., equations of the form A(x, y, z, p, q)r + 2B(x, y, z, p, q)s + C(x, y, z, p, q)t = D(x, y, z, p, q)
The literature concerning these equations being very extensive, we shall not attempt to give a complete list of references. The starting point for many more modern researches has been the work of S. Bernstein,f who was the first to prove the analyticity of the solutions of the general equation with <f> analytic and who was able to obtain a priori bounds for the second and higher derivatives of z in the quasi-linear type in terms of the bounds of | z|, \p\, \q\ and the derivatives of the coefficients. He was also able to prove the existence of the solution of the quasi-linear equation in some very general cases. He assumed that all the data were analytic. However, his papers are very complicated and certain details require modification. On account of the results of J. Horn, L. Lichtenstein, and many others,í the restriction of analyticity has been removed. Some very interesting modern work has been done by Leray and Schauder § in a paper in which they develop a general theory of nonlinear functional equations and apply their results to quasi-linear equations.
* Presented to the Society, April 11, 1936 ; received by the editors February 9, 1937. f Particularly the papers: Sur la nature analytique des solutions des équations aux dérivées partielles du second ordre, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 59 (1904) , pp. 20-76 and Sur la generalization du problème de Dirichlet, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 69 (1910), pp. 82-136. î For an account of some of these results, see the article by L. Lichtenstein on the theory of elliptic partial differential equations in the Encyklopädie der Mathematischen Wissenschaften, vol.
II 32, pp. 1280-1334. § Jean Leray and Jules Schauder, Topologie et équations fonctionelles, Annales Scientifiques de l'École Normale Supérieure, vol. 51 (1934), pp. 45-78. Schauder* has also obtained good a priori bounds for the solutions (and their derivatives) of linear elliptic equations in any number of variables.
In the present paper, an elliptic pair of linear partial differential equations of the form
(1) vx = -(b2ux + cuv + e), vv = aux + biUy + d, 4ac -(bi + o2)2 2: m > 0, is studied. We assume merely that the coefficients are uniformly bounded and measurable. In such a general case, of course, the functions u and v do not possess continuous derivatives but are absolutely continuous in the sense of Tonelli with their derivatives summable with their squares (over interior closed sets). However, certain uniqueness, existence, and compactness theorems are demonstrated and the functions u and v are seen also to satisfy Holder conditions. These results are immediately used to show that if z(x, y) is a function which minimizes J J fix, y, z, P, q)dxdy, (/pp/sî -fvi > 0, fPP > 0) among all functions (for which the integral may be defined) which take on the same boundary values as z(x, y) and if z(x, y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition on R, its first partial derivatives satisfy Holder conditions. E. Hopff has already shown that if p and q satisfy Holder conditions, then the second derivatives satisfy Holder conditions. In proving this fact, Hopf shows that if the coefficients in (.1) satisfy Holder conditions, the first partial derivatives of u and v satisfy Holder conditions. The results of this paper concerning the system (1) together with Hopfs result yield very simple proofs of the existence of a solution of the quasi-linear equation in certain cases, a few of which are presented in §6. The developments of this paper are entirely straightforward, being, for the most part, generalizations of known elementary results analogous to the step from Riemann to Lebesgue integration. The main tools by means of which the Holder conditions of u and v in (1) are demonstrated are Theorems 1 and 2 of §2 which state roughly that: if £ = £(x, y), r\ = r¡(x, y) is a 1-1 differentiable transformation of a Jordan region R into another Jordan region 2 in which the ratio of the maximum to the minimum magnification is uniformly bounded, then the functions £ and 77 and the functions x(£, r¡) and y(£, r¡) of the inverse satisfy Holder conditions. Since these Holder conditions [January are so important in the modem theory of elliptic equations, these two theorems may prove to be an important tool in this field.
We use the following notation: A function <f>(x, y) is said to be of class CM if it is continuous together with its partial derivatives of the first n orders. If £ is a point set, E denotes its closure and E* its boundary points. If E and F are point sets, the symbol EF denotes their product, E+F denotes their sum (E and F need not be mutually exclusive), and EcF means that £ is a subset of F. The symbol C(P, r) denotes the open circular disc with center at P and radius r.
1. Preliminary definitions and lemmas. Most of the definitions and lemmas of this section are either found in the literature or are easily deducible from known results. We include the material of this section for completeness. Remark. Evansf has shown that every continuous "potential function of its generalized derivatives'^ is .4.C.7\ and conversely, so that his theorems concerning the former functions are applicable to the latter. Thus Lemma 1. § If u(x, y) is A .C. T. on R, then du/dx = ux and du/dy = uy exist almost everywhere in R and are summable over every closed subregion of R. Lemma 2. § Ifx = x(s, t) andy = y(s, t) is a 1-1 continuous transformation of class C of a region R of the (x, y)-plane into a region 2 of the (s, t)-plane, and if u(x, y) is A.C.T. on R, then the function u[x(s, t), y(s, t)] is A.C.T. on 2 and t L. Tonelli, Sulla quadratura dette superficie, Atti della Reale Accademia dei Lincei, (6), vol. 3 (1926), pp. 357-362, 445-450, 633-638, 714-719. X G. C. Evans, Complements of potential theory, II, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 55 (1933), pp. 29-49. § G. C. Evans, Fundamental points of potential theory, Rice Institute Pamphlets, vol. 7, No. 4 (1920), pp. 252-329.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use u, = uxx, + uvy,, u, = uxx, + uvy, almost everywhere.
Definition 3. Let D be a region. By the expression almost all rectangles of D we mean the totality of rectangles a £x 2£ b, c^y^d in D for which a and o do not belong to some set of measure zero of values of x, and c and d do not belong to some set of measure zero of values of y. Naturally either or both sets of measure zero may be vacuous.
Definition
4. Let <piD) be a function defined on almost all rectangles D of a region R such that whenever D = Di+D2, where D\ and D2 are admissible rectangles having only an edge in common, we have that <p(D) =<f>(Di) +(p(7>2). We say that(p(/)) is absolutely continuous on R if for every e>0, there exists a S > 0 such that for every sequence of non-overlapping admissible rectangles {/)"} with 22[meas (-£>")] <o, we have EI<p(^»)| <e-Lemma 3.f Letf(x, y) be summable on R, let D denote a rectangle (a, c;b,d) on which f(x, y) is summable (this being almost all rectangles of R) and define 4>(D) = f \f(b,y) -f(a,y)}dy= f fdy, This proves the lemma.
Lemma 5. Let <p(x, y) be of class Lpon R, pízl, and let Rhbe that subset of points (x0, y0) of R such that all points (x, y) with \x-x0| <h, \y-y0| <A are in R. Let J /» x+h r* y+A *»(*, y) = TT7 I *(€, n)^i», * > o, 4h2J x^h J y-h be defined in Rh. Then ¡bh(x, y) is continuous and of class Lp on Rh and
Proof. This lemma is well known.f Definition 7. Let u(x, y) be defined on R or R. If u is of class D2 on R or R with | ux |2 and | w" |2 summable over the whole of R, we define D(u) = j j (ui + u2)dxdy.
Otherwise we define D(u) = + <x>.
Lemma 6. Let {un(x, y)} and {vn(x, y)} each be of class D2 on R with D(un) and D(vn) ^G independent of n, and suppose that {un(x, y)} and {v"(x, y)} converge uniformly on R to functions u(x, y) and v(x, y), respectively.
Let the sequences {an(x,y)}, {bn}, {cn}, {dn}, {en}, {/"}, {gn}, {hn}, {kn}, and {/"} be measurable and uniformly bounded and suppose the sequences converge almost everywhere on R to a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, k, and I respectively. Then (ii)
n-*oo J «/ R + (/»«» x+gnuny+ hnvn x+ knvny+ln) 2\dxdy.
Proof. Conclusions (i) and (ii) are well known.f To prove (iii), let M be the uniform bounds for an, etc., and let <Pn = «n«»i 4-b"unv + cnvnx + dnvnv + e", (f> = aux + buv + cvx + dvv + e, tn = /Ai 4" gnUnv + hnVnx + knVnv + l" , ik = fux + gUv + kvx + kvv + I.
Then, for each h>0, we see that <t>nih), ^Pnw, <f>ih) and t^^ are uniformly bounded on Rh, the proof for <p"w, for instance, employing the Holder inequality as follows :
The result follows by letting h tend to zero. 2. Fundamental theorems on transformations. We state first 
Proof. First assume that u(x, y) is of class C on R. Let Pi : (xx, yx) and Pî '■ (x2, y2) be two points of R which are such that every point on the segment joining them is at a distance ^ a/2 4-d from R*. Next, choose axes so that Px is the origin, and P2 is the point (2~1/2-r, 2-1/2-r). Then each square of the form 0 ^ x ^ 2-1'2-rt, 0 ú y ú 2~1'2-rt or
is in a circle of radius rt/2 whose center is at a distance ^ a/2 4-d from R*. Leta = 2-1'2r; then /* at /» at 
the last being obtained by suitable changes of variable; the * denotes the term in y or v which is similar to the term preceding it. Using Schwarz's inequality on the interior terms, we obtain /l ITf* at r* at -11/2 r~ n at f* at "11/2 a'H~ llJ J mdV\ J J U?dtdr>\
If u(x, y) is merely of class Z>2, uh(x, y) is of class C and we obtain the general result by letting h tend to zero. Definition 3. Let T: £ = £(x, y), r¡ = ij(x, y) be a 1-1 continuous transformation of a closed region R into a closed region 2, which is of class C in R with k^y -¡-yVx?* 0. Let (x0, y<>) be a point of R, x = x(a), y = y(<r) (cr arc length) be a regular curve such that x(o-0)=x0, y(o"o)=y<>, x'(o-0) = cos 0, y'(cr0) =sin 0. If (£o, *7o) is the point of S corresponding to (x0, yo) and if ds is the differential of arc length of the curve in 2 corresponding to the above, we define the magnification of T at (x0, yo) in the direction 9 by \ ds/dd \.
Remarks. Clearly this magnification depends only on (x0, yo) and 0 and not on the curve chosen. It is given by ds 2 -= Eo cos2 0 + 2Fo sin 0 cos $ + GQ sin2 6, E0 = E(x0, yo), etc. da at Po-If this ratio is uniformly bounded in R, it is clear that the inverse transformation has the same property. In the foregoing remarks, E, F, and G have their usual differential-geometric significance :
Theorem 1. Let Rand 2 be two Jordan regions, a, b, and c be three distinct points of R*, and a, ß, and y be three distinct points of 2*. Let {T} be a family of 1-1 continuous transformations of the form T:t = £(x, y), i\ = rj(x, y) which carry R into 2, which carry a, b, and c into a, ß, and y respectively, and which satisfy the following hypotheses:
(1) each T is of class C within R with ^xVv~^yrlx7é0, and (2) the ratio of the maximum to the minimum magnification of each transformation at each point (x, y) is :£ K, which is independent of x, y, and T. Then there exist functions M (a), N(a), P(a), and m(a) which depend only on K, the regions R and 2, and the distribution of the points a, b, c, a, ß, and y; and there exists a number X > 0 which depends only on K such that
(ii) all points of R or 2 which are at a distance ^p>0from R* or 2* correspond to points of the other region at a distance ^m(p) from its boundary, and Proof. Since the ratio of maximum to minimum magnification is ^K, it follows that ff (Zi + tt + Vx2 + v¿)dxdy r¿ 2KmÇS), ff (xf2 + x,2 + y{2 + y"2)dfd7, ^ 2Km(R).
From this,f follows the existence of the functions P(a) and m(a) satisfying the desired conditions. Now, let Po belong to R, for example, being at a distance a from R*. The circle (x-x0)2+(y-y0)2^a2
is carried into a Jordan sub region of 2 which is surely a subset of the circle (£ -£o)2+(rç -Vo)2 = [P(a)Y> (£<>, yo) being the correspondent of (x0, yo). Let A(r) = I I J(x, y)dxdy = I p/(x0 + p cos 0, yo + P sin ff)dpdd, 
Definition 4. We say that a Jordan region R and three distinct points a, b, and c of R* satisfy a condition D(L, d0) if (1) the distances ab, ac, and be axe all =d0>0, (2) R* is rectifiable, and (3) if Px and P2 are any two points of R*, the ratio PxP2-¡-PxP2^L, where P1P2 is an arc of R* joining Pi and P2 which contains at most one of the points a, b, or c in its interior.
Theorem 2. Let the regions R and 2, the points a, b, c, a, ß, and y, and the family {T} of transformations satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and suppose (R; a, b, c) and (2; a, ß, y) satisfy a condition D(L, do), d0>0. Then the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold and, in addition, there exists a number M depending only on K, L, d0 and the areas m(2) and m(R), and a number p>0 depending only on K and L such that Í f (¿x2 4-t¿ + Vx2 + w^dxdy g Mr",
for any point P0 in the plane.
Proof. We need to prove only the last statement. Let P0 be a point in the plane and let 0<r^d0/2.
Then the set C(P0, r)R is vacuous or consists of a finite or denumerable number of Jordan regions rn, the boundary of each of which consists of (1) a finite or denumerable set of arcs of C*(P0, r) ■ R, (2) a finite or denumerable number of arcs of R*, and (3) points of R* which are limit points of all of these arcs. All the points of (2) and (3) are on one of the arcs abc, bca, or cab of R*, say abc. Clearly r* and rn* have at most one point in common if n^n'.
Let En,r be the set (1) above for each rn, let Z£r=E-Er.»>» let <xn be the region of 2 corresponding to r», let c=E°'n) let CV,»=o-"*, let Cr=Z2Cr-,n, let rr," be the totality of arcs corresponding to Er,n, and let rr=ErV,nClearly Cr,n-Cr,"< is at most one point if «?*«'. Let l(Cr) =E¿(C-.»)> let ¿(rr,") be the sum of the lengths of all the arcs of rr," and let /(I\.) =^2l(Tr,n). It is clear that
Consider an rn, and the closed set R*r*. Proceeding along the arc (abc), there is a first point Pn and a last point Qn of this set. Then, there is an arc of Er.r. joining P" to Qn. Hence if IIn and Kn axe the corresponding points of 2*, they are on the arc aßy and there is an arc of Tr,n j'oining them. Now l(Un, Kn) (arc of aßy) ^L times the length of this arc of rr,". Hence it is easy to see that
Any of the above sets may be null and for a set of measure zero of values of r, l(Cr) and l(Tr) may be infinite.
We may now proceed as in Theorem 1. Let Air) = I I J(x, y)dxdy = I L I J(x0 + p cos 0, yo +p sin9)dd \ dp,
(the integral being zero if the field of integration is null). Then A'(r) = r | J(xo + r cos 0, y0
Also A (d0/2) ^w (2) . Hence as before
Since ¿4 (r) áw(S) for all values of r, the theorem follows.
Lemma 2. ¿e¿ a, Oi, Z>2, c, d, and e be measurable functions defined on a bounded region R with \a\, \bi\, \fa\, \c\, \d\, \e\ ^M^l on R. Then there exist sequences {a"}, {oi,n}, {o2,n}, {cn}, {dn}, and {en} which are analytic on R and uniformly bounded and which converge almost everywhere on R to a, 0i, 0s, c, d, and e respectively. If Oi = o2, we may choose bi,n = bz,nfor each n.
If oi = 02 = o and ac -b2^m>0 on R, we may choose the sequences so that there exist numbers M and m>0 such that
Further, if ac -o2 = 1, the sequences may be chosen so that a"c" -o"2 = 1.
Proof. Let D be a region containing R in its interior and define a = c = l, [January ¿>i = &2 = d = e = 0 in D -R. For h sufficiently small, ah, Ou, b2h, Ch, dh, and eh axe defined and continuous in a region containing R and all are numerically Now suppose bx = b2 = b, ac -b2^m>0. We know that ac -b2 is the product of the maximum by the minimum (for 0^8^2ir, ( Clearly \f(x, y;8)\ ¿2Af so that the minimum above ^m/2M. Thus
for each h>0 and all (3;, y) in Dh. The remainder of the proof is obvious.
Lemma 3. Let a, b, and c be analytic in a region G which contains the Jordan region R in its interior and suppose \a\, \b\, \c\ ^M, ac -ô2 = 1, a>0; /eí 2 be another Jordan region. Then there exists a unique 1-1 analytic map l-= (x, y), 77 = 77(3;, y) of R on 2 which carries three given distinct points p, q, and r on R* into three given distinct points ir, k, p (arranged in the same order) on 2*, and which satisfies Vx = -(Hx + c%y), tj" = a£x + £>£".
The Jacobian does not vanish and the ratio of the maximum to the minimum magnification of the transformation is ^M at each point.
Proof. Let D be a Jordan region contained in G and containing R whose boundary is a regular, analytic, simple, closed curve. It is known f that there exists a solution X(x, y) of the equation -(aXx + bXv) + -(bXx + cXy) = 0 dx dy which takes on the values X = x on D*, which is analytic on D, and whose first derivatives do not vanish simultaneously. Clearly there exists an analytic conjugate function F(3;, y) which satisfies the same equation and the relations Yx= -(bXx + cXy), F" = aXx + bXy.
The equations X = X(x, y), F = F(3;, y) yield a 1-1 analytic map of (D and hence) R onto a region A which carries p, q, and r into three points 7r', k', andp' arranged on A* in the same order, and for which XxYy -XyYx9¿0. If £=E(-X", F), i] = B.(X, Y) is the conformai map of A on 2 which carries 7r', k', and p' into ir, k, and p (respectively), it is easily seen that f See Lichtenstein, loe. cit.
is a mapping of the desired type. That this mapping is unique follows from the fact that if £ = £'(x, y), n = r\'(x, y) is another such map, then (£', 77') are related to (£, 77) by a conformai transformation with it, k, and p fixed; thus Lemma 4. Let £ = £(x, y), t> = ?;(x, y) oe a transformation defined on a region R in which the functions £ and 77 are of class Z>2. Suppose also that Vx = Çy, Vy = Çx almost everywhere in R. Then the above map is conformai, i.e., £ and 77 are conjugate harmonic functions.
Proof. Let D be a rectangle on the boundary of which 77 (x, y) is absolutely continuous, such rectangles being almost all rectangles in R. Then, from Lemma 7, §1, it follows that LiSD) = f f (EG -F*yi*dxdy = -ff it? + tt + Vx2 + Vy2)dxdy = I I (tzVv -Zy-nx)dxdy =1 £dr?,
SD being the surface £ = £(x, y), r¡ = r](x, y), (x, y)eD, L(Sd) meaning its Lebesgue area. Since the Geöcze areaf G(S) of any surface with this boundary curve must be at least as great as L(Sd), and since L(S) =G(5) for every surface, we see that SD is a surface of minimum area bounded by its boundary curve. Hence £(x, y) and y(x, y) must be harmonic, since otherwise they could be replaced by the harmonic functions having the same boundary values to form a surface of smaller area bounded by the boundary of SD.
Theorem 3. Let R and 2 be Jordan regions, let p, q, and r be distinct points on R* and let ir, k, and p be distinct points arranged in the same order on 2*. Let a, b, and c be bounded, measurable functions defined on R: \a\, \b\, \e\ á M, ac -b2 = 1.
Then there exists a 1-1 continuous transformation £ = £(x, y), ij = r](x, y) of R into 2 (i) which carries p, q, and r into it, k, and p respectively, (ii) which is such that £(x, y), rj(x, y), x(£, 77), and y(£, 77) are of class Di on R and 2, x = x(£, 77), y = y(l-, 77) being the inverse transformation, (iii) in which the conclusions of Theorem 1 apply to the functions £(x, y), 7¡(x, y), x(%, y),_and y(£, 77) and in which those of Theorem 2 also apply if (R; p, q, r) and (2; 7r, k, p) satisfy a condition D(L, d0), and (iv) in which the functions %(x, y) and -n(x, y) satisfy Vx = -(&£x + cQ, w = «i. + Hy almost everywhere on R.
Proof. Let {an} ->a, {6"} -»0, {cn} -k almost everywhere on R, the an, b", and c" being analytic on R and satisfying I «n |, I o« |, \cn\^M, ancn -¿>"2 = 1.
Let Tn: £ = £"(#, y), v = rln(x, y) be the unique analytic transformations of R into 2 which carry p, q, and r into ir, k, and p respectively and which satisfy Vnx -\OnCnx l Cnqny) , 7/ny -ançnx -f-Onsny* Let x = Xr.(%, 77), y = yn(£, 77) denote the inverses. These transformations satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 and hence the conclusions of Theorem 1 and also of Theorem 2 if (R; p, q, r) and (2; w, k, p) satisfy a condition D(L, d0) ; it is easily seen that the ratio of maximum to minimum magnification of Tn is ^X"4-(Xn2 -l)l/2, Xn = (a"4-cn)/2, and is therefore ^2M. Hence a subsequence {»*} of the integers {«} may be chosen so that {£*t}, {^n*}, {#«*}, and {y"t} all converge uniformly on R and 2 to functions £(x, y), t](x, y), x(£, v), and y(£, 77) respectively and x = x(£, 77), y = y(l-, 77) is the inverse of T: £ = £(3;, y), 77 = 77(3;, y). Clearly T is a 1-1 continuous transformation of R into 2~ in which p, q, and r correspond to ir, k, and p respectively. Also, since the ratio of maximum to minimum magnification ¿2M, we have form monotone non-decreasing sequences of non-negative summable functions converging almost everywhere to 0i • (xty, -xvy¿) and 02-(xtyv -xvyt) respectively, their integrals remaining bounded. Hence (ii) follows. To prove (iii), let 0(x, y) be of class D2 on R, let G be a subregion of R for which GcR, and let T be the corresponding subregion of 2(F c 2 clearly). Now, let A be a rectangle of T along which a;(£, 77) and y(£, 77) are absolutely continuous. Then, using Lemma 7, §1, we see that 
2M
To show (iv), let £ = £'(#> y), 77 = 77'(x, y) be another map of R into 2 satisfying (i), (ii), and (iv) of Theorem 3. Then £' and 77' are of class D2 in £ and 77 and all the rules for differentiation apply. We see that 77,' = £/ and 77/ =-£,' almost everywhere on 2 so the map £' = £'(£, 77), 77' = t7'(£, 77) is. conformai by Lemma 4. Hence £'=£, 77'=77.
3. A special elliptic system of partial differential equations of the first order. We prove first If we let H(x, y; r) =f[h(x, y; p)dp, we find by the Holder inequality that for every e>0, and every p>0. Hence Z7i(x, y) is defined. Now, let Pi and P2 be any two points and let P be the midpoint of the segment iW Let p =PiP2 /2 and let a circle <r(kp) of radius kp, k > 1, be de- 
Then
Vn(x, y) = Ka,n(x, y) + Va',n(x, y), VU*> ^ " 2~, J La (,-x)2+(y-y)2 dÎ t is seen by well known methods of differentiating the functions Ua,n and Va.n that V a,n,x -\U a,n,y "T" LLn) , V a.n.y == Ua,n,x + L)n on 20. Thus it is clear that Ka,n(x, y) is the conjugate of 770,"(x, y) for each n. Since we saw that Ha,n(x, y) converged uniformly to Ha(x, y) in Theorem 2, and since Va,n(x, y) obviously tends uniformly to Va(x, y), it is clear that Ka,"(x, y) tends uniformly to Ka(x, y) and vn(x, y) tends uniformly to the above v(x, y) on each closed sub region of 2". Also D(vn)=J ( 
Vny = anUnx + 01,nM"".
Define ,4"(x, y), B"(x, y), Cn(x, y) by f This can be done by taking a sequence of regions R", each bounded by analytic curves, which closes down on R and then assigning proper analytic boundary values on /?"*. That the solutions of (3) exist under these conditions follows from the results stated in the article by L. Lichtenstein on the theory of elliptic partial differential equations in the Encyklopädie der Mathematischen Wissenschaften, vol. II 32, pp. 1280-1334. 2 2 .22 «n«n. 4" 2anbX,nUnxUny + (1 + bX,n)uny
anulx + (Ôl," -f b2,n)UnxU"y + CnUly 2 2 anb2,nUnx + (ancn + bx,nb2,n -l)unxuny + bx,nCnUny (5) Bn = -2-' anu x + (bX.n + b2,n)unxUny + CnU"y 2. 2 22 (1 4" 02,n)Wn. 4" 2b2,nCnU"xUny + CnU"y «»«ni 4" (Ôl.n 4" b2,n)UnxUny + CnU"v where these expressions are defined; otherwise, let ^4" = C" = 1, Z3" = 0. It is easily verified that ^4n, B", C" are measurable for each » and that
where K, I, and L depend only on M and m (U is any function of class D2 onZc).
Let p, q, and r be three distinct points on R* and 7r, k, and p be three distinct points arranged in the same order on 2*, the boundary of the unit circle. Map R on 2 by functions £ = £«(#, y), f?-77"(3:, y) where p, q, and r correspond respectively to w, k, and p and where Using the relations (4), (5), and (7) and Theorem 4, §2 we find that «" (£, 77) and ü"(£, 77) are of class D2 on 2 and satisfy v"z= -«"" !>«" = »"{ almost everywhere. They are therefore conjugate harmonic functions (in case unx = uny = 0, it is clear that vnx = vny = 0 at almost all of these points; hence at almost all corresponding points, vn( = vni = une = w", = 0 ; this takes care of points for which An = Cn = l, Bn = 0). Since the transformations (7) are equicontinuous both ways, a subsequence {«*} of the integers may be chosen so that the corresponding transformations and their inverses converge uniformly to a certain 1-1 continuous transformation of R into 2 and its inverse. Thus the sequences {«"*(£, 77)} and hence {unk(x, y)} converge uniformly to certain functions w(£, 77) and u(x, y) respectively, u(x, y) coinciding with H* on R* and w(£, 77) being harmonic; and the functions vnk(%, rj) converge uniformly on each closed subregion of 2 to î>(£, 77), the conjugate of m(£, 77), and so fln*(x, y) converge uniformly on each closed subregion of R to a certain function i>(x, y).
It is easily verified that (see the proof of Theorem 4, §2) (8) ff iAJJ2 + 2BnUxUv + CnU2)dxdy = ff (£/£2 + U2)d^dy for any function U of class D2 (in either (x, y) or (£, 77)), D and An being corresponding regions of R and 2. Since each un is harmonic, it follows that ff (ul( + ulMdv ^ ff (77*£ + ¿Ôd^dr, =S LG, where L is the constant in (6) (using relations (6) and (8)). Hence, by (6) and (8), D(u") SLG/l (independent of n). Thus u(x, y) and v(x, y) are of class D2 on R and R respectively. Furthermore, by Lemma 6, §1, it follows easily that I I [(vx + b2ux + cuy)2 + (vy -aux -biUy)2]dxdy = 0.
Thus the existence and properties (i), (ii), and (iii) are established.
To show (iv), define A, B, and C by (5) in terms of a, bi} o2, c, and u, and perform the transformation (7). The relations (6) hold with M and m replacing M and m, and u(x, y), v(x, y) are carried into conjugate harmonic functions. By Theorem 4, §2, the functions £(x, y) and 77(x, y) satisfy conditions A [2X, M (a) ] and B [X, N(a) ] where X depends only on M and m and M (a) and N(a) depend only on R, (p, q, r), (it, k, p), M, and m. Thus it is easy to see how to complete the proof of (iv). Now, suppose U, V is another pair of functions obeying the conclusions (i), (ii), and (iii). Then U and V, where U=U-u, V=V-v, satisfy these conditions with H*=0. By defining A, B, and C by (5) in terms of U, a, 61, b2, and c, and performing the transformation (7), we see that £/(£, 77) and F(£, 77) are conjugate harmonic functions for which Z7(£, 77) =0 on 2* and F(£0, »70) = 0. Thus7J = F = 0.
Theorem 2. Let R be a Jordan region and p, q, and r be distinct points on R*; we assume that (R; p, q,r) satisfies a D(K, d0) condition. Let H* be continuous on R and harmonic on R with D(H*) finite. Suppose a, bi, o2, c, d, and e. satisfy (2) , N'(a, ô) and P depend only on these, on (R; p, q, r; ir, k, p), and on the maximum of | H* | on R*, and N depends only on these and on the distance of Dfrom R*.
Proof. Approximate as in Theorem 1 to a, bx, b2, c, d, and e by sequences of analytic functions {a"}, {oi,"}, {o2,n}, {cn}, {d"}, and {en} and to H* by harmonic functions H* in such a way that if un is the solution of d d
-(a"«"x 4" bX,nUny + dn) 4-(b2.nUnX + CnUny + «n) = 0 dx dy which coincides on R* with H*, then un is analytic on R and D(H*) SsG, independent of «. Define An, Bn, and C" by (5) and perform the transformation (7). We find as in Theorem 1 that un and vn axe of class D2 in (£, 77) on 2 and satisfy among all functions having the same boundary values. We shall assume that/ is continuous together with its first and second partial derivatives for all values of (x, y, z, p, q) and that the second derivatives satisfy a uniform Holder condition on each bounded portion of (x, y, z, p, q) space, with Annalen, vol. 97 (1926-27), pp. 124-158, particularly pp. 146-151. Theorem 1. // z(x, y) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1, then it is continuous together with its first and second partial derivatives and the latter satisfy uniform Holder conditions on each closed subregion of R. If f(x, y, z, p, q) is analytic, z(x, y) is also.
Proof. Let h be a small rational number and let (3;0, yo) be an interior point of R. We define the region P* as the set of all points (xx, yx) of R such that (1) the segment xxgxgxx+h, y = yi if h>0 or xx+hgxgxx, y=yx if h <0 lies in R and (2) (xx, yx) may be joined to (x0, y0) by a curve, all of whose points satisfy (1). If \h\ gh0, Rh is a non-vacuous Jordan region (h0 rational). Let D be a closed subregion of P; for |â| <hx, Rh contains D. Also, if H is any rectangle out of a certain set of "almost all" rectangles of D, we have /.
{fP[x + h, y, z(x + h, y), p(x + h, y), q(x+h, y)]dy for all h with \h\ <hx. Also from (4), it follows that, for each such h, there exists a function Vhix, y) which satisfies a Lipschitz condition on R and which satisfies Vhixo, yo) = 0, vhx = -ibhuhx + chuhy + eh), vhy = ahuhx + bhuhy + dh almost everywhere. Also, if {hn} ->0 (all rational with \hn\ <hi) {ahn}, {bnn}, {ckn}, {dhn}, and {eh"} tend to/""[*, y, z(x, y), p(x, y), q(x, y)],fPq,fqq, fpx+fpz-p-fz, and fqx+fqt-p respectively. Hence, from Theorem 3, §4 and the fact that ph" tends to p almost everywhere, it follows that p(x, y) satisfies a uniform Holder condition on each closed subregion A of D. Similarly it may be shown that q(x, y) also satisfies the same type of condition. If we choose a subsequence so {vhn} ->v, then we have that Vx = -(fpqpx + fqqqx + [fqX + fqzp]), Vy = fpppx + fpqpy + [fpx +fpzP -J,\ almost everywhere. From Theorem 4, §4 it follows that px and py satisfy uniform Holder conditions on each subregion of P; the same statement holds for ffx and qy. This proves the theorem. The last statement has been shown to hold by E. Hopff if it is known that p(x, y) and q(x, y) satisfy Holder conditions which fact we proved above. 6. Applications to quasi-linear elliptic equations. In this section, we shall consider the equations of the form (1) a(x, y)zxx + 2b(x, y)zxy + c(x, y)zVy = d(x, y), (2) a(x, y, z, p, q)zxx + 2b(x, y, z, p, q)zxy + c(x, y, z, p, q)zyv = Xd(x, y, z, p, q), in which we assume that the functions a, b, c, and d are defined and continuous for all values of their arguments with ac -o2 = l, a>0, and that these functions satisfy a uniform Holder condition in each bounded portion of the space in which they are defined. Then it is knownj that there exists a solution of (1) which is defined in the unit circle 2 and vanishes on 2* and that its second derivatives satisfy a uniform Holder condition on each closed subregion of 2. A more precise statement is given in Lemma 1 below.
Lemma 1. Let z(x, y) be the solution of (1) which vanishes on 2*, let k be the maximum of \ d\ /(a+c) on 2, and let I be the maximum of (a+c) on'E. Then k . . Proof. First, suppose that a, b, c, and d are analytic on 2 so that z is analytic on 2. It is known § that if di(3;, y) gd(x, y) gd2(x, y) on R and if zx and z2 are the corresponding solutions of (1), then Zi^z^z2. Hence if we choose zi = ¿(1 -x2 -y2)/2, z2 = -zi, dx(x, y) = -k(a + c), d2(x, y) = k(a + c), we see that k/2^z^ -k/2 on 2. Also, since Zi-zS;0 and z-z2 = 0 on 2, we see that t Loc. cit. and \pn\, |On| is A, it follows from §4 that pn and q" satisfy uniform Holder conditions on each closed subregion D of 2 which depend only on /, A, and the distance of D from 2* (and not on n). Thus, by Theorem 4, §4, z",xx, Zn.xy, and zn,yy satisfy similar conditions, since a"_i, bn-i, and c"_i satisfy uniform Holder conditions on subregions of 2 which depend only on the above quantities. Thus a subsequence \nk} may be chosen so that the sequence {z"J converges uniformly on 2 to a function z and so that the sequences {z"è,x}, i2**.»}, {znk,xx},{znk,Xy},and \znk,yv} converge uniformly on each closed subregion of 2 to the corresponding derivatives of z. Clearly z is the desired solution.
Theorem 2. If |X| is sufficiently small, the equation (2) respectively. For all z with z2+p2+q2^a2, /(z) ¿I, ¿(z) ^k. Now if z(x, y) is a function for which z2+p2+q2^a2 and for which pix, y), qix, y) satisfy a uniform Holder condition on each closed subregion of 2, the solution Z of a(x, y, z, p, q)Zxx + 2b(x, y, z, p, q)Zxy + c(x, y, z, p, q)Zvv = Xd (x, y, z, p, q) which vanishes on 2* is such that Zxx, Zxy, Zyy satisfy Holder conditions on each closed subregion D of 2 which depend only on the Holder conditions satisfied by a, b, c, Xd and z, p, and q, and Zx and Zv satisfy Holder conditions which depend only on a, k, I, and X. Also, by Lemma 1 (Z2 + P2 + Q2)1'2 g 120-31/2-;3-*-|x| which is g a if X is small enough. The successive approximations may be carried through as in Theorem 1. University of California, Berkeley, Calif.
